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Pinterest has always been a lot of people searching for inspiration, from daily wear, interior decoration, wedding even makeup hair,
we can find the information we need inside, today to share hot search Pinterest hair color, hair color for the following is the 2017 list
of the top six, every colors in the months of searching at least have grown more than 30% heat, did not keep up with the trend of the
new hair color? If you don't say much, just come and see! 

#1. rose gold ROSE-GOLD
This summer 
search deep rose blonde ratio up to 300%, the download is more than 40%, whether it is clothing, cosmetics can see rosy sight, rose
blonde collocation gradually layer highlights the effect is also very good! 

#2. white gold PLATINUM BLOND
Does 
want to make himself look fresher and cooler this summer? You can look at the reference white white gold Hair Coloring, white gold
Pinterest in search of this summer has been very high, the search length is increased by 30%, in the summer become high cold ice
queen is not the same experience! 

#3. fog brown ASH BROWN

want low-key but both fashion color can take a look at the summer fog fog feeling brown, Brown's growing sense of search is higher
than 35%, the Department of natural hair color to the autumn is also very beautiful, not out of fashion problems. 

#4. Pastel Color PASTEL
The number of statistical 
Pinterest showed about 20% of users love very bright colors, like metal color, two peach red and pink color, pastel purple is also a
unicorn element is red in recent years, more matte sense of pink color, is the dream girl feeling? 

#5. reddish brown gradually dyed 
Does 
want to look for some warm hair color? Reddish brown hair color has increased by 220% this summer! When late autumn falls at the
end of summer, the reddish brown hair just echoes the flavor of the red, and does not have an intellectual flavor! 

#6. Caramel layer hair dyed CARAMEL BALAYAGE

was Hair Coloring in this layer two years of search very red, and the red brown layer gradually Hair Coloring something a little
different, golden caramel color can give people more youthful and lively impression, is entirely take summer sweet girls style! 

are more information please WeChat search public number: kogusu fashion channel 

after the New Year holiday, because Christmas stopped a star power list shoes back! As the first time in 2017, the content of natural
full of dry cargo. The new year wearing new shoes, Christmas James and Erwin put on a new signature shoes LeBron 14 and Kyrie
3. However, last week's high light shoes shoes can be more than two of them, following the star power list: 
shoes 
10. James · 
James 
team: Oklahoma citythunder & nbsp; 
Last week's 
: not in the list of & nbsp; 

Adidas Harden Vol. shoes: 1 & quot 13; Below Zero, & quot; Adidas Harden; Vol. 1 & quot Imma; Be a Star& quot; 

harden getting better and better, 50+15+15 is played super three pairs of historical data! At the foot of the Harden Vol.1 is more and
more high, in addition to some grinding forefoot toes, the actual performance of this pair of shoes is pretty good! 

9. markieff · Maurice 

team: the Washington Wizards 
Last week's 
: not in the list of & nbsp; 

: Nike Air More Uptempo shoes & quot; Olympic, & quot Nike Air; Foamposite One & quot; Olympic& quot; 



Makiv is the list regulars, this time he had a handful of games on foot addiction, two pairs of Olympic color shoes, shirts and white
wizards seemed to take the Olympic blue color. 

8. George · Hill 

team: Utah jazz 
Last week's 
: not in the list of & nbsp; 

: Air Jordan 16 Retro & shoes; quot Midnight; Navy, & quot; Nike LeBron Soldier 9 White/Navy

Hill and PEAK should be dropped, then the injury on 9 foot soldiers and AJ16, it seems pent up shoes soul has been renewed. 

7. Jimmy · Butler 

team: Chicago bulls 
Last week 
ranking: 2

: Air Jordan 13 Retro & shoes; quot True; Red, & quot; A>
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